Clinical Laboratory Geneticist

NEW DEADLINE: APPLICATIONS UNTIL 7-01-2022

Internal reference: LABTECHNICIAN/IBMC_CGPP/2311/2021

CGPP – Centre for Predictive and Preventive Genetics (www.cgpp.eu) is the provider of clinical and molecular diagnostic services, in the field of Medical Genetics, of the Institute of IBMC – the Institute for Molecular and Cell Biology (www.ibmc.up.pt), at i3S – Institute for Research and Innovation in Health (www.i3s.up.pt), and is hiring a laboratory diagnostic technician, to carry out genetic tests based on the various techniques of molecular biology.

Minimum requirements: (1) “Licenciatura” (pre-Bologna degree) and/or Master of Science degree in the areas of the life or health sciences relevant to clinical laboratory genetics; (2) formal training and experience in conducting and analyzing molecular genetic tests, using various methodologies, including: Sanger sequencing, fragment analysis, MLPA and next-generation sequencing (NGS); (3) minimum professional experience of 3 years at a clinical molecular genetics laboratory; (4) highly motived candidate with good communication and organization skills; (5) good relation and capacity of working within a multidisciplinary team; (6) rigor and high sense of responsibility in the context of a clinical diagnostics laboratory; and (7) good command of the English language (spoken and written).

Preferential requirements: (1) registration within the respective professional body; (2) certification as a “Clinical Laboratory Geneticist”, by the EBMG (European Board of Medical Genetics); (3) previous work in an accredited clinical laboratory; and (4) good knowledge of the quality system and procedures at an accredited laboratory (including ISO 15189).

Documents needed:

CV (in English)
Motivation letter (in English)
Reference letter(s)

Applications between: 24th November 2021 and 7th January 2022 at the link:
https://dozer.i3s.up.pt/applicationmanagement/#/addapplications/LABTECHNICIANIBMC_CGPP23112021

The jury, composed by Jorge Oliveira (President of the jury), Jorge Sequeiros, João Parente Freixo, Milena Paneque, Ana Filipa Brandão, will select the best candidates for a personal interview.

Starting date: Expected by the 1st of January 2022